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Rainer Schätzle, Global Head Performance Management and Recognition: “Recognition is like a cake.
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Applause for recognition

Glimmer of hope
A novel labeling method is helping
pave the way for advancements in
tumor surgery. Read how ﬂuorescent
dyes linked to antibodies cause the
tumors to glow and
help the surgeon
on page 6.

Looking back
and ahead
Meet with the father of HER2, Mark
Sliwkowski, as he takes us down
memory lane. Also, read about what
makes the HER2 franchise team click
and what lies ahead in terms of R&D.
More details on pages 8–9.

Malawi memories

High on
recognition

Martin Hirsch from Group Communications was one of the Roche
ambassadors to Malawi this year.
He came back much richer for his
experiences. His story is on
page 14.

W
for lasting culture change at Roche.

Why recognition matters

a new recognition culture at Roche.

Getting the job done
The small team of Roche Libya
attempts to get back to business
as usual in a challenging postrevolution marketplace. Read more
on page 16.

Engaging the whole person

Continue to read on page 2
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Even playing ﬁeld

Applause is just a tool,
but we are aiming for
much more—a true cultural
shif t.
Rainer Schätzle

Richard Bird

er than large awards.
“APPLAUSE” IN BRIEF

Most recognition and
rewards programs fail
to live up to their potential
because they are top-down.

The Applause platform* will be available in
ten languages and allows Roche employees
to highlight achievements of colleagues
anywhere in the world. Launched simultaneously across more than 100 countries and
200 sites, it can be accessed via
www.recognition.roche.com.

Points better than cash
dated on an ongoing basis.

Shaping a new feedback culture

Any employee can recognize any colleague
anywhere in the world
Recognition via Applause is linked to Roche’s
ten core competencies
Applause facilitates recognition via eCards
or nominating colleagues for point awards
Managers must approve point award
nominations and stay within a ﬁxed budget
Points can be redeemed in online catalogues
that vary by country or accumulated towards
gifts of higher value
Local recognition practices (e.g., face-to-face,
symbolic gifts) are still encouraged
Financial incentives (e.g., Roche Annual
Bonus, Sales Incentives) will continue
* Pending review and agreement with employees representatives
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